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CRDO: Core Idea  

We are already citizens of India 

The Chakma and Hajong tribal people of Arunachal 

Pradesh are citizens of India – 90% of population by 

birth under section 3(1)(a) of the Citizenship 

Amendment Act, 1955 and remaining 10% by virtue of 

the fact that they are legal migrants who came to India 

as refugees from East Pakistan but were later 

rehabilitated by the Government of India permanently 

in the erstwhile NEFA during 1964-69. It is a fact that 

they were initially kept in refugee camps and after a 

series of discussion between the representatives of the 

Union government, state administration and tribals 

chiefs – a total of 14,888 people comprising 2748 

families were later taken 1200 km away to NEFA and 

finally rehabilitated by the Government of India 

permanently, dispersed across 3 districts of Tirap (now 

Changlang), Lohit (now Namsai) and Subansiri (now 

Papumpare) districts which was administratively 

managed under the Ministry of External Affairs through 

the Governor of Assam. As NEFA was very sparsely 

populated and there was looming fear of aggression 

after the 1962 Sino-Indian war, Vishnu Sahay, the then 

Governor of Assam under the aegis of the Union 

government took the initiative to settle these loyal 

Chakma and Hajong refugees on mostly vacant lands 

along the bordering state of the present-day Arunachal 

Pradesh for strategic reasons.                          

Chakma Rights and Development 

Organisation (CRDO), a representative body 

working for the rights and development of the 

beleaguered and marginalized Chakma 

people of Arunachal Pradesh, has been 

founded primarily with the mission of 

ameliorating the suffering of the people 

through Restoration of Rights (RoR) so that 

we can lead a dignified life as equal citizens 

of this country without any form of 

discrimination. 

Assistance and relief was provided to each family at 

various stages of their journey from refugee camps to 

final settlement even when India was struggling with 

food crises and availability of cereals during the 1960s. 

Ledo in Assam was the last refugee camp from where 

they were finally taken and rehabilitated to 5 different 

settlement areas - namely, Deban, Namdapha, 

Khagam, Chowkam and Kokila across the 3 districts of 

the state. They were given 5 acres of land, tool and 

implements to plough the land and seeds to sow to 

start life afresh as citizens of this country. Few even 

got bullocks and cows for agricultural use along with a 

cash grant of INR 4,200/- as one-time final financial 

assistance before they were left to fetch on their own.  

Those who had basic matriculation degrees or above 

were given jobs in the government administration, 

youths were recruited in the defense forces - Assam 

Rifles, SSB, Army and schools were opened for 

admission of Chakma students, free books were 

provided, ST hostel facilities, scholarships and all other 

rights were given to them and they were treated just 

like any other local tribal student. Ration cards, trade 

licenses, subsidized loans were also sanctioned thus 

effectively paving the way for their acceptance as 

Indians. Even gun licenses were issued to them. 

This process of cultural integration was disrupted when 

the Foreigner Agitation started in Assam and the issue 

snow-balled into the neighboring state of Arunachal 

Pradesh during 1979-85. Suddenly, all the Chakmas 
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were now branded and targeted as “foreigners” and 

vested political interests preyed on the prevailing 

xenophobic sentiments to fuel anti-Chakma ferment 

further. A period of dispossession, disempowerment 

and de-indianization of Chakma and Hajong people 

started after 1980, ironically destroying the very 

foundation and process of rehabilitation which was set 

in motion a decade or so ago. 

 

It is the reversal of this definite policy of rehabilitation 

and withdrawal of fundamental rights one after another 

and a concerted attempt to de-indianise the backward 

Chakma tribals which is at the heart of the issue. 

The judgement of the Hon’ble Supreme Court on 9th 

January 1996 and the intervention of the National 

Human Rights Commission of India [Citation: 1996 AIR 

1234, 1996 SCC (1) 742], provided the much-needed 

relief to the Chakmas and Hajongs of AP. In fact, in a 

subsequent judgement, the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

vide (CIVIL) NO.510 /2007 dated 17th September 

2015 inter alia directed the state “…to finalise the 

conferment of citizenship rights on eligible Chakmas 

and Hajongs and to ensure compliance of directions in 

judicial decisions referred to in earlier part of this order 

for protection of their life and liberty and against their 

discrimination in any manner. The exercise may be 

completed at the earliest preferably within three 

months from today”.  

It is more than 4 years now after the said judgement, 

but there has hardly been any progress in respect of 

4637 applications submitted and pending before the 

government for processing of citizenship by 

registration under Section 5 (1) (a) of the Citizenship 

Act.  

Similarly, a writ petition CWP Civil No. 886/2000 was 

filed for inclusion of eligible Chakma and Hajong voters 

and the Election Commission of India under the 

direction of the Hon’ble Court was bound to include a 

total of 1497 Chakma voters in the Electoral List of the 

state in 2004. As of 2019, there are about 5000 

Chakma and Hajong voters already included in the 

Electoral List as Citizens of India.  However, this is only 

a fraction of the more than 35,000 Chakma voters who 

are eligible but yet to be included in the electoral list. 

However, even these Chakma and Hajong citizens 

who have the right to vote continue to be denied the 

opportunity to even apply for government jobs, 

deprived of Ration cards, PRC and ST certificates to 

join the Army /Defense forces or pursue their careers. 

All these in the name of Citizenship although 90% of 

Chakmas and Hajongs are already citizens of India by 

birth as per law.  

A Paradigm Shift 

With the birth of CRDO, a paradigm shift in the 

approach to the Chakma/ Hajong issue has dawned. It 

is misleading to seek grant of citizenship rights when 

the all-important truth is that Chakmas and Hajongs 

are already citizens – 90% of them by birth and 10% 

by the fact that they were put up in refugee camps 

initially but finally rehabilitated as Indian nationals 

during 1964-69. So, it is not grant of citizenship rights 

per se, but restoration of citizenship rights taken away 

from us especially after 1980s that we want back.   
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A representative body working for the rights and 

development of the Chakma /Hajong people of 

Arunachal Pradesh, CRDO, has been founded primarily 

with the mission of ameliorating the suffering of these 

marginalized people through restoration of rights (RoR) 

so that we all can lead a dignified life as equal citizens of 

this country without any form of discrimination. 

The truth must be told to the public at large and it is 

going to be a long educative, democratic, non-violent 

movement for restoration of our rights that we must 

fight for based on truth, trust and transparency – our 

guiding principles.  

We believe that the only effective and viable 

instrument for change relevant even today is through 

truth and non-violence – the path shown by Gandhiji -

the Father of our Nation. 

Culture Matters 
Participation in Bodo Sahitya Sabha (BSS) 

In a significant event, CRDO led the Chakma team 
representing the Chakma tribe of Arunachal Pradesh 
at the 58th Bodo Sahitya Sabha annual conference 
held from 22 to 24th January 2019 at Daimalu, Gohpur. 
Assam.    
 

  
It not only provided a great opportunity for us to show 
case our rich culture, tradition and heritage in front of 

lakhs of people who 
came and took part 
but also gave us the 
rare insight to 
witness such a 
grand cultural 

extravaganza 
unparalleled in scale 
and magnitude.  

 
 

The participating tribes comprising the Bodos, 
Mishings, Nyishis, Deoris, Chakmas, Karbi, Adivasis, 
Nepalis and others inhabiting the Assam-Arunachal 
Pradesh border area spent 3 days of togetherness 
sharing bonhomie, inter-cultural exchanges and strong 
bonds of friendship. The superb dance performances 
by our cultural team left the audience spellbound.  
 
Apart from giving us a very warm welcome and a place 
of pride amongst their special guests as a speaker, it 
was also good to be able to share our own thoughts 
and views on the “Demography, Language and 
Cultural Moorings of Chakma Tribe in Arunachal 
Pradesh – An overview” published in a Souvenir to 
commemorate the Annual Cultural Mega event. 
  

 
 
However, the greatest attraction of all was the Chakma 
House where visitors kept thronging us even at 
midnight. The Exhibition Hall was not far behind in 
terms of maximum footfall, while drawing attention to 
audience queries on various pieces of art, craft, oral 
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history, culture and literary discussions.  It was a 
confluence of ideas and cultural amalgamation and our 
food stall provided an occasion for others to come and 
get a taste of our delicious traditional varieties of Bini 
peedey, saanyey peedey, vara peedey, sumoth goran 
and maach hola besides other delicacies. 
 

 
 
Overall, it was a great success as we were given a very 
special treatment by the hosts which sent out a very 
strong message of unity and friendship between us. 
Though we have our own different identity, but we are 
one and united! 

Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 

CRDO has always maintained that Citizenship is a 

foregone conclusion for 90% of people by birth- under 

section 3(1)(a) and this section does not change both 

in the newly enacted CAA 2019 or the existing 

Citizenship Act of 1955. It is true that provisions of the 

CAA 2019 will not apply to Arunachal Pradesh, but it 

does not change the scenario with respect to the 10% 

original migrant Chakma population as the matter is 

already pending in supreme court and it is hard to 

believe that there can be more than one citizenship law 

operating in this country.  

If the CAA 2019 provides for giving Indian citizenship 

to the 6 religious persecuted minorities who had to flee 

Pakistan, Afghanistan or Bangladesh for fear of their 

lives or persecution and came to India before 

31.12.2014, CRDO is of the view that there is no 

reason why the persecuted Buddhist Chakmas and 

Hindu Hajongs who were already rehabilitated 55 

years ago be deprived of the benefit of this new Act.  

In this regard, a Memorandum has been submitted to 

the Hon’ble Union Home Minister seeking clarification 

about how this new Citizenship Act will apply to AP. 

Clause 4 Sec.3 of the CAA 2019 states that “nothing in 

this section shall apply to tribal areas of Assam, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram or Tripura as included in the 6th 

schedule to the constitution and the area covered under 

the inner line notified under the Bengal Eastern Frontier 

Regulation, 1873”. 

There are 2 key questions lingering in the mind of 
every Chakma and Hajong people of AP: 
 
1. Whether the Chakma and Hajong tribals who were 

rehabilitated with land, hearth and homes with 
agricultural crops and livestock and living in the 
state for last 55 years as local residents would lose 
their land rights and other rights as 90% are Indian 
citizens by birth and whether they would be 
required to procure ILP when they enter and /or exit 
the state ILP gate?  

 
2. Which section or provision of the Citizenship Act 

will apply to the Chakma and Hajong people as 
India is governed by one country one citizenship 
law and it is hard to think of two separate 
citizenship law(s)/ rule(s) operating in India?  

 

It may be mentioned here that ILP applies to only 

outsider visitors and during the last 55 years or so, no 

AP Chakma and Hajong was required to procure ILP.  

The Guwahati High Court, in a judgement dated 19 

March 2013 vide All Arunachal Pradesh Students 

Union (AAPSU) vs. Election Commission of India (ECI) 

and Anr ruled that “once the Chakmas have been 

permitted by the Government of India to settle in 

India including in Arunachal Pradesh, it would be 

deemed that “Inner Line Permit/Pass” had been 

granted to them.”  

It may also be noted that historically, CHT – the place 

from where Chakmas hailed from originally and NEFA 

– place where they were resettled during 1964-69 were 

both once part of the “Excluded/Protected Areas” 

territory within the purview of the same Bengal Eastern 

Frontier Regulations requiring Inner Line Permit during 

the British period and so are logically indigenous to the 

region although these areas are known by different 

names/states today after India’s independence and 

subsequent evolution into separate political entities. 
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Delegation to New Delhi, Nov 2019 

Amidst concern and worry among the Chakmas and 

Hajongs on the proposed CAB to be tabled in both the 

houses of parliament and on the other hand, the 

deteriorating overall living conditions and future 

looking bleak, a timely delegation of 7-member 

delegation led by CRDO President called on the 

Hon’ble Minister of State for Home Shri Nityanand Rai 

on 25th November 2019. 

 

The Hon’ble Minister gave the delegation first 

audience and a 6-point memorandum was submitted 

to him which inter alia, included CRDO’s demand for: 

a) Restorations of full-fledged rights by revoking the 

impugned circulars striping of our rights   

b) All fundamental rights in line with Citizenship Act, 

1955 as amended from time to time. 

c) Issue passport, PRC and ST certificates to 

Chakmas / Hajong Indian citizens by birth. 

d) Provide MGNREGA & other Central/ State govt. 

schemes /benefits to all Chakma populace. 

e) Enrolment of all eligible Chakma & Hajong voters 

The delegation stressed upon the need to resolve the 

issue once and for all by eliminating the root cause of 

mistaken identity through a corrective policy action.  

Subsequently, the delegation also met key officials of 

NHRC and Election Commission of India on 26th Nov 

2019. They were very receptive to our requests and 

assured the delegation of help as and when needed. 

The New Delhi visit shall lay the foundation for 

Restoration of Rights based on this truth-based 

approach and open new avenues for resolution of the 

problem. CRDO takes this opportunity to thank all the 

delegates, well-wishers and donors / organizations 

without whose moral and financial support it would not 

have been possible.  

Data Collection/Correction 
Relevance, Awareness and Challenges  

It is CRDO’s firm belief that having the right set of data 

at personal, individual, household /family level is key to 

the success of our movement. It is a massive exercise 

given that our people are still mainly agricultural and 

there are a few families leading nomadic life with high 

rates of illiteracy but if every family takes it upon itself 

the task of completing their own family tree / individual 

level data, the exercise is very much achievable. We 

need to educate our people about the importance of 

having the right data and make sure that we have data 

right from the time a child is born –i.e., Birth Certificate 

through school level certificates, Aadhar card, voter ID, 

DL, PAN, Passport, RC, Ration Cards, etc. till the end 

of life cycle.   

Important: Completion of the data correction drive 

will enhance the level of our readiness if NRC/NPR 

is implemented in the state of Arunachal Pradesh. 

CRDO was well ahead of time when it gave a clarion 

call for data collection /correction drive much before 

CAA-NRC topic became a hot potato. 

Other Updates  

Steady progress 

Having undertaken numerous path-breaking initiatives 

keeping in mind its objectives, CRDO has achieved 

success in varying degrees in the year gone by while 

also facing daunting challenges.   

Trafficking of Minor Children: Many minor Chakma 

children are being sent outside the state to work as 

domestic help or maid and are subjected to cruelty and 

exploitation of all kinds. CRDO’s efforts helped such a 

minor boy and a girl which made their reunion with their 

family possible. CWWS members were engaged and 

awareness sessions were conducted in villages 
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against sending young children to work. With growing 

awareness, reported instances of minor Chakma 

children being sent away from their homes to work as 

domestic help or maid have come down. However, 

some children are still being sent away to work in a 

clandestine manner.  

Recently, there has been a report in The Arunachal 
Times, 4th Dec 2019 of 26 Chakma children who were 
taken to Bengaluru with promise of free education by 
Gyudmed Tantric Monastic School, Hunsur and later 
taken to shelter homes. This only shows how 
vulnerable our Chakma children have become to 
various forms of exploitation!  

This issue is linked to the larger question of 
marginalization and we must run awareness 
campaigns with GBs, Student body and Mahila Samiti 
to educate our people in all villages from getting 
trapped.  

Drug Addiction: Drug addiction has been the bane of 
many a Chakma and other tribal youths. For most 
addicts, it is a condition of no return as they have no 
access to any kind of de-addiction facilities or 
professional counseling. Victims of drug addiction see 
no hope of getting their lives back on track.  

Although there is no data available about the number 

of drug addicts in the community but there is no doubt 

that the presence of Hani (raw opium), brown sugar 

(heroin) and alcohol addicts especially in the Bazar 

area and its vicinity is quite rampant. CRDO plans to 

conduct awareness sessions and drive detoxification 

camps if possible, in collaboration with local population 

and concerned NGOs.  

It is not going to be easy eradicating this menace but 

at least we should take a baby step in that direction!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have any ideas or suggestions, please get 
in touch with us! 
 
General Secretary: Anton Chakma, +91 8837383150 
Finance Secretary: Indrajit Chakma, +91 7678297969  

 

• Email us at teamcrdo@gmail.com 

• Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/apcrdo 

 
“The future depends on what we do in the present”  

Wish you a very Happy New Year 2020! 

Financial Transparency 

CRDO values the contribution of each subscriber 

/donor and believes in maintaining utmost financial 

transparency. Therefore, throughout the year 3 

financial statements have already been shared with 

all the stakeholders including detailed financial 

statements for the BSS and the Delhi delegation.  

We are also pleased to update the CRDO expense 

and income statement for the current year up to 31 

Dec 2019 to provide an up-to-date status of our 

financial position. We would like to thank UCS, our 

sister organization and its members for the generous 

contribution of INR 2 Lacs for the Delhi mission as 

well as helping us build the corpus fund for meeting 

future financial requirements. 

If you would like to receive a copy of our financial 

statements, please feel free to contact us.  

Call to Action: 
If you care and want to make a positive difference in the 

lives of these most hapless and vulnerable communities, 

you can contribute in the following ways:  

1. Donate to our Account: United Bank of 
India, A/c No. 0721050016108  
IFSC Code: UTBI0NSI397 

 
2. Register as a volunteer in 3 simple 

steps here CRDO Volunteer  
 

3. Follow us at https://www.fb.com/apcrdo 

 
4. Visit our website https://crdo.chakma.in 
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